UV radiation, vitamin D, and multiple sclerosis

Multiple sclerosis (MS) has a striking geographical distribution inversely paralleling that of UV radiation (1). The involvement of UV radiation in the formation of vitamin D led to the suggestion that vitamin D biology is the sun-related factor influencing MS risk (1). We thus read with interest the study showing that UV radiation could suppress experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE) independent of vitamin D production (2). As this has significant implications for public health measures attempting to prevent MS, several points need to be considered.

MS susceptibility is determined by a complex interplay of genetic and environmental factors. Some environmental exposures influence the risk of MS many years before onset (1), and great strides have been made toward identifying risk factors (1). Without taking this knowledge of MS into account, EAE models cannot truly represent MS etiology, as highlighted by the failure of EAE to evaluate putative therapeutics (3). Studies in EAE models therefore cannot unequivocally be extrapolated to answer the question of whether UV radiation or vitamin D is more important in MS.

Disregarding the EAE caveat, the study conclusion is that UV treatment suppresses EAE independent of a biomarker for vitamin D status (25-hydroxyvitamin-D). However, what is meant by suppression? Neither continuous UV or 25-hydroxyvitamin-D treatment reduced the incidence of EAE by any significant degree, whereas the activated metabolite of vitamin D, calcitriol, reduced EAE incidence by 60%. Furthermore, the control mice, i.e., those not treated with UV and those not treated with vitamin D in the different experiment arms, had significantly different peak severities (difference of 1.1) and cumulative disease scores (difference of 29). Why control groups would differ this much is unclear and questions the meaning of “suppression.”

It is well known that many tissues express the calcitriol generating enzyme 1-α-hydroxylase, but the timing and tissue specific effects of the relationship among UV radiation, 25-hydroxyvitamin-D, and calcitriol is not yet conclusively known. Crucially, calcitriol levels in the central nervous system have previously been demonstrated to be important in protection against EAE (4), and thus we were surprised that detailed measurement of calcitriol levels in a number of tissues and at a wide range of time points was not performed.

In summary, we believe that the data from Becklund et al. (2) cannot be used to reliably inform us as to whether UV radiation exerts its protective effects in MS independently of vitamin D. An improvement to the study design would be to see if UV exposure exerts similar effects on EAE in 1-α-hydroxylase– or vitamin D receptor–KO mice. Regardless, the most conclusive answer for MS will come from prospective studies of vitamin D supplementation, although any trial will need careful thought and planning. Toxicity is one potential issue, but high doses of vitamin D (as much as 280,000 IU per week) have been shown to be safe in patients with MS (5) and sufficient to maintain individuals at circulating levels preliminarily indicated to protect against developing this devastating disease (1).
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